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En. Mohamed Husny bin Basir  
Malaysian Entrepreneurship Development Centre (MEDEC),  
40450 Shah Alam,  
Selangor Darul Ehsan.  

10 AUGUST 2005

Dear sir,

SUBMISSION OF THE BUSINESS PLAN OF RUFFEERA SOCK INDUSTRIES SDN.BHD.

We are pleased to submit here with the business plan of Ruffeera Sock Industries Sdn.Bhd. in compliance with of the requirement of ETR 300 (Principle Fundamental Of Entrepreneurship).

2. We hope that this report meets the said requirement.

3. If you have any other inquires about this report, please do not hesitate to contact undersigned.

Signature of share holder in Ruffeera Sock Industries Sdn.Bhd.

(RAZIS BIN RAHIM)

(FATIMAH ZARAH BINTI LIMAN)

(NOOR EFANATRAH BINTI HUMUMIRI)